Presence of allele frequency heterogeneity defined by ctDNA profiling predicts unfavorable overall survival of NSCLC
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Background: The generation of subclonal (low-frequency) mutations is driven by tumor mutations and the relationship between the heterogeneity of tumor mutation abundance and non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) remains unknown. We investigate the role of allele frequency heterogeneity (AFH) defined by circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA) profiling in predicting prognosis in advanced NSCLC patients.

Methods: Publicly available data set of POPLAR (N=211) and OAK (N=642) trials were used for analyzing. A low ratio of allele frequency (AF) of a mutation to the maximum-somatic-allele-frequency (MSAF) was used to define the presence of AFH. The prognostic value of AF/MSAF ratio that was below a defined cutoff point in overall survival (OS) was evaluated using Cox-proportional hazards regression; and the structural break point was determined by LOESS regression and Chow test. The derived AFH was also explored in an independent cohort (N=259) of advanced NSCLC receiving first-line EGFR-TKIs from the First Affiliated Hospital of Guangzhou Medical University.

Results: In the POPLAR and OAK cohort, low AF/MSAF ratio was found to be significantly associated with unfavorable OS in univariate and multivariate analysis. The structural break point analysis demonstrated that AF/MSAF <10% could yield the optimal value to stratify patients with poor OS, which was applied for defining the presence of AFH. The presence of AFH significantly correlated with unfavorable OS in advanced NSCLC regardless of treatment arms (overall: HR 1.52, immunotherapy: HR 1.81, chemotherapy: HR 1.32, all P<0.05). In the exploratory EGFR-TKIs cohort, the presence of AFH was also significantly associated with shorter OS (HR 1.72, P=0.039).

Conclusions: Our results demonstrate that the presence of AFH predict unfavorable prognosis in advanced NSCLC despite which drug the patients used. The presence of AFH defined by ctDNA might provide an easily-accessible biomarker for risk stratification in the current clinical practice.
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Introduction

Recent studies have reported that the presence of subclonal mutations may compromise the anti-tumor immune response (1,2). These subclones may account for the genetic heterogeneity of tumor as well as resistance to treatment (3). As generation of subclones is driven by tumor mutations, the mutation distribution might serve as a surrogate measurement of subclones. Detection of mutations by circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA) has been increasingly accessible worldwide (4-7), and provides a comprehensive landscape across cancerous tissue for making it an ideal approach to assess the tumor heterogeneity. The variant allele fraction of different genetic mutations in ctDNA are often used to represent the clonal makeup of a tumor and high allele fraction mutations are more likely to be clonal, whereas lower values are more likely to be subclonal (8). Therefore, it is of great interest to explore the impact of distribution of mutation abundance on prognosis.

We hypothesized that the relatively low-frequency mutations in ctDNA might indicate allele frequency heterogeneity (AFH); a low ratio of allele frequency (AF) of a mutation to the maximum-somatic-allele-frequency (MSAF) was used to define the presence of AFH. The primary objective was, first, to explore whether AF/MSAF ratio that was below a defined cutoff point predicted prognosis of advanced NSCLC patients and, second, to evaluate the prognostic role of AFH (defined by the optimal AF/MSAF ratio) despite which drug the patients used.

Methods

Genomic and clinical data of advanced NSCLC patients from POPLAR (9) (N=211, NCT01903993) and OAK (10) (N=642, NCT02008227) trials from public database (https://doi.org/10.1038/s41591-018-0134-3) were included for primary analysis. Both POPLAR (randomized phase II trial) and OAK (randomized phase III trial) were designed to compared single agent atezolizumab with docetaxel as second/third-line therapy for patients with advanced NSCLC, and genomic alterations of pre-treatment plasma were estimated by FoundationOne CDx (F1CDx) as previously described (11,12).

The AF/MSAF status was categorized into two groups according to defined cutoff point with patients below and above the defined point; and the dividing points between groups were set from <1% to <50%. The prognostic value of AF/MSAF ratio that was below a defined cutoff point in overall survival (OS) was evaluated using Cox-proportional hazards regression. To find out the optimal prognostic cut-point for AF/MSAF, a series of AF/MSAF cutoffs were analyzed and the Wald-statistics of hazard ratios (HR) were fitted with a LOESS smoother (13). Then the structural break point of AF/MSAF was determined by Chow test (14,15), and was applied for separating patients into AFH present and AFH absent groups. The associations between presence of AFH and tumor size (SLD, sum of longest diameter of target lesions), or tumor-mutational burden (TMB) were also analyzed.

An independent cohort of 259 patients with advanced NSCLC receiving first-line EGFR-TKIs from the First Affiliated Hospital of Guangzhou Medical University (Jan 2012 to Dec 2018) was used for exploratory analysis to explore whether the prognostic role of AFH could be extended to different subsets of advanced NSCLC; genetic analysis of baseline plasma-derived ctDNA was confirmed by an targeted next generation sequencing panel (5) (Burning Rock Biotech, China) similar to the F1CDx test; ethical approval was obtained from institutional review boards and informed consent was waived due to the retrospective nature of this study. R software (Version 3.5.1) was used for all analyses and statistical significance was defined by a two-sided P<0.05.

Results

Development and analysis of allele frequency heterogeneity

This study used POPLAR and OAK trials of patients as primary cohort. A total of 853 advanced NSCLC patients that made up the blood biomarker-evaluable population were included for this analysis, with 784 (91.9%) EGFR-wild type patients.

In the univariable Cox proportional hazards regression model, low AF/MSAF ratio was found to be significantly associated with OS (Figure 1A). The cut-off values (AF/
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Figure 1 The associations between the AF/MSAF ratio that was below a defined cutoff point and overall survival. (A) Distribution of AF/MSAF cutoff and hazard ratio; (B) distribution of AF/MSAF cutoff and LOESS smoother fitting curves for Wald-statistics of hazard ratio, and determination of structural break points with use of the Chow test. We hypothesized that allele-frequency heterogeneity (AFH) of mutations might compromise the overall survival (OS) by its prognostic components (minor-subclones which represent tumor heterogeneity and only take up a small proportion of ctDNA). Based on the above hypothesis, the allele-frequency to the maximum-somatic-allele-frequency (AF/MSAF) ratio below a defined cutoff point is used as a marker of the presence of AFH. To explore the optimal cut-off value for defining the presence of AFH, a series of AF/MSAF ratios were tested and its impact on OS was analyzed; and the cut-off points of AF/MSAF of <1% to <30% were explored in the univariate analysis, then cut-off values (AF/MSAF of <1% to <30%) with significant prognostic trends were selected into the multivariate analysis. For Figure B, the points indicate Wald-statistics of OS-HR for presence of AFH defined by different AF/MSAF cutoffs; a large Wald-statistic indicates a more statistically significant hazard ratio; structural break point analysis demonstrated that AF/MSAF with the break-point value (<10%) could yield the optimal predictive value for poor prognosis in advanced NSCLC; HRs and Wald-statistics were derived from the multivariate Cox-proportional hazard regression model. LOESS, locally estimated scatterplot smoothing; AF, allele frequency; MSAF, maximum somatic allele frequency; AFH, allele frequency heterogeneity. (The multivariate Cox-proportional hazards model included age, sex, race, histology, ECOG status, number of prior therapies, smoking status, SLD, driver mutations, the number of metastatic sites and TMB).

MSAF of <1% to <30%) with statistically significant prognostic trends were further examined in the multivariate analysis. In the multivariate Cox proportional hazards regression model that controlled all baseline factors (see more details in Figure 1), low AF/MSAF ratio (i.e., AF/MSAF <10%) was demonstrated as an independent prognostic predictor in patients with advanced NSCLC.

Figure 1B shows the LOESS fitting curves of Wald-statistics of OS-HR and AFH determined by different AF/MSAF cutoffs; and the corresponding structural break points for the AF/MSAF ratio. The structural break point analysis demonstrated that the presence of mutations with AF/MSAF <10% could yield the optimal predictive value to stratify patients with poor OS, which was applied for defining the presence of AFH. Results (Figure 2) showed that both large tumor size (46.4% vs. 26.2%) and high TMB (68.6% vs. 24.8%) were significantly associated with the presence of AFH.

Prognostic significance of allele frequency heterogeneity

In multivariate survival analyses of the primary cohort (POPLAR and OAK), independent from TMB and SLD, the presence of AFH (AF/MSAF <10%) significantly correlated with unfavorable OS in advanced NSCLC (HR: 1.52, 95% CI: 1.27–1.83, P<0.001) (Figure 3A); and median OS was shorter in AFH present group than in AFH absent
group (7.7 vs. 11.7 months). Additionally, the presence of AFH was significantly associated with shorter OS regardless of treatment arms (Figure 3B,C) [immunotherapy (HR: 1.81, 95% CI: 1.38–2.37, P<0.001; median OS: 7.9 vs. 15.6 months) and chemotherapy (HR: 1.32, 95% CI: 1.01–1.71, P=0.039; median OS: 7.3 vs. 9.7 months), compared with AFH absent group].

To unravel whether AFH defined by (AF/MSAF <10%) could identify patients with worse prognosis in different subsets of advanced NSCLC, another independent cohort of 259 patients with advanced NSCLC treated with EGFR-TKIs was used for exploratory analysis. In this exploratory cohort, results (Figure 3D) demonstrated that the presence of AFH was significantly associated with shorter OS (HR: 1.72, 95% CI: 1.02–2.91, P=0.039).

**Discussion**

Based on the impact of relatively low frequency mutations
on survival, which is simultaneously determined by AF and MSAF, we determined the presence of AFH by the existence of certain mutations with AF/MSAF <10%. Low AF/MSAF ratio was found to be significantly associated with unfavorable survival after controlling tumor bulk and TMB, suggesting that AF/MSAF could be used as an independent factor for risk stratification of advanced NSCLC patients. Additionally, the presence of AFH (cases with mutation of AF/MSAF <10%) represented an adverse prognostic factor for OS across treatment arms (chemotherapy, immunotherapy or EGFR-TKIs).

The OAK&POPLAR cohort (predominantly EGFR-wild-type NSCLC) and EGFR-TKI cohort are two different subsets, they represent the main population in advanced NSCLC nowadays. The exploratory analysis further revealed poorer prognosis for AF/MSAF <10% in EGFR-TKI cohort, which gave important assumption that the AFH defined by AF/MSAF <10% might be a universal prognostic factor across different subsets of advanced NSCLC.

As an increasing proportion of patients undergo ctDNA profiling to search for targeted drugs or to calculate TMB during the course of diagnosis or treatment. Importantly, ctDNA has proven to be a potentially source for tumor burden monitoring and treatment outcome monitoring (16-20). This study initially links relatively low frequency mutations (AFH) to prognostic outcomes by using accessible indicators (AF/MSAF). Low AF/MSAF ratio provides a way to mirror the presence of AFH and hence to identify patients with poor outcomes. It is difficult to obtain comprehensive evaluation information of tumor heterogeneity in current clinical practice, however, the presence of the AFH defined by low AF/MSAF ratio thus provides an easily-accessible biomarker for poor prognosis that will allow for improved risk stratification in patients with advanced NSCLC.

There are several limitations to this study. First, the clinical investigation was retrospective and the detection of ctDNA might be challenged by the technical approach. Second, we cannot report the mechanism responsible for the prognostic role of low AF/MSAF ratio. Third, there remains a lack of validation on the optimal cut point for AFH definition, though, it should be noted that, this is the first study to present real-world data concerning AFH defined by ctDNA and prognosis in advanced NSCLC; additionally, the significance of this study is to illustrate that the prognostic impact of AFH defined by relatively low frequency mutations might be a general character in all subsets of advanced NSCLC, rather than finding out an absolute definition for AFH. Finally, the AFH merits further validation and improvement.

In conclusion, presence of AFH (AF/MSAF <10%) is an independent predictive factor for poor prognosis in advanced NSCLC. By adding this simple calculation to ctDNA profiling, which incurs no further cost, we can evaluate or monitor tumor heterogeneity and its prognosis. Further experimental evaluation is still warranted to verify these findings.
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